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ABSTRACT 

In VHDL it is difficult to implement mutual exclusion at an 
abstract level since atomie actions are required. A local status model 
and an arbiter model are presented to achieve mutual exclusion i11 
VHDL. Shared data, protected by a mutual exclusion mechanism, 
cannot be modelled as a simple, resolved VHDL signal since no resolu
tion function is able to return the correct value. By changing the 
signal type to a special record type this problem can be solved, using 
the arbiter model. The specification language Task Level VHDL 
(TL VHDLJ has been developed to specify communication and synchro
nization mechanisms at an abstract level. In TLVHDL the above
mentioned problems are not encountered. A back end compiler 
converts the abstract TLVHDL description into a VHDL specification, 
according to a chosen mutual exclusion model. All modifications are 
handled by the compüer and are of no concern to the designer. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the field of automated system design several phases can 
be distinguished. The first phase concerns the complete and 
detailed functional specification of the system to be designed. 
After some transformations and optimizations the final spedfi
cation can serve as input toa synthesis system. Before the actual 
synthesis phase of the system design process the correctness of 
the specification must be established. For this reason simulation 
is of great importance. For both specification and simulation 
VHDL is a usefullanguage. 

In Figure 1 an overview of the specification phase of a 
design process is shown. The system specification (co-design) 
language Task Level VHDL (TLVHDL) is used to spedfy 
embedded systems. TL VHDL consists of a subset of VHDL, 
extended with several communication and synchronization 
constructs. TL VHDL describes a system at a more abstract level 
than VHDL, which simplifies analysis and transformation of the 
specification. For analysis of the specification coloured Petri nets 
are used (Benders and Stevens 1991c, 1992) After transformation 
and optimization the TL VHDL specification is converted into a 
standard VHDL specification by means of a compiler (Benders 
and Stevens 1991b). The specification canthen be simulated. 

Mutual exclusion is a very important synchronization 
mechanism that can be modelled very easily in TL VHDL. In 
standard VHDL no constrocts for achieving mutual exclusion 
are available. In this paper we show how mutual exdusion can 
be modelled in VHDLand how this VHDL description is related 
toa TLVHDL spedfication. Besides mutual exclusion also inter
process communication, wait and signa! synchronization, 
shared processing etc. are specific TL VHDL concepts (Benders 
and Stevens 1991a). In this paper these concepts are not 
discussed. 

When using a mutual exdusion mechanism to proteet 
shared data, only one process at a time is allowed to operate on 
this protected resource (in VHDL very often represented by a 
signal). However, many processes contain a driver for the 

Figure 1: TI1e spedfication phase of a hardware design 
process. 

resource, so a resolution function is necessary to determîne its 
actual value. This value should always be equal to the latest 
value that has been assigned to the resource. However without 
special measures no resolution tunetion is able to determine the 
correct value of the data. Often this diffîculty is leftas a problem 
to the designer. We have extended our TL VHDL mutual 
exdusion mechanism in such a way that this problem is taken 
care of as wel!. 

2 MUTUAL EXCLUSION IN TLVHDL 

In VHDL all communication and synchronization 
protocols are modelled using the signa! concept. It is often very 
difficult to identify the relationship between these signals and to 
understand their purpose. This makes analysis and transfor· 
mation of a VHDL description very hard. To be able to handle 
these problems a more abstract language has been developed, 
Task Level VHDL (TLVHDL). The system spedfication 
language TLVHDL (Benders and Stevens 1991a) consistsof a 
subset of VHDL, extended with several communication and 
synchronization constrocts which replace the signa! concept. A 
designer only models the desired behaviour and doesnothave 
to be concemed a bout the implementation details. 

Mutual exclusion is a very important synchronization 
mechanism to proteet data which are shared by different 
processes. In TL VHDL a data structure that must be protected 
by a mutual exdusion mechanism is explidtly dedared by 
means of the keyword 'ME_DATA' (mutual exdusion data). 
This ME_DATA object does not require any kind of resolution 
function. Different processes can make use of a ME_DATA 



object independently, provided that accessis perrnitted by the 
rnutual exclusion rnechanisrn. 

An exarnple of the rnodelling of rnutual exclusion in 
TLVHDL is shown in Figure 2. The exclusive accessible resource 
store is declared as a ME_DAT A object. This object will now be 
protected by a rnutual exclusion rnechanisrn that makes use of 
the prirnitives wait_exclusion and release. Access to the protected 
resource can only be obtained with the help of these prirnitives. 
In Figure 2 two processes claim exclusive right to operate on the 
protected data structure store by rneans of the statement 
wait_exclusion store. Only one of these processes actually gets 
perrnission toopera te on store and rnay proceed. The execution 
of the other process is ternporarily suspended. After execution 
of the statement release store the resource is released and the 
suspended process rnay proceed. 

architecture behavior of system is 

type memory is ... 
me_data store: memory; 

begin 

procl: proeess 
begin 

wait_exclusion store; 
... - - opera ti ons on store 
release store; 

end process procl; 

proc2: proeess 
begin 

wait_exclusion store; 
... - - opera ti ons on store 
release store; 

end process proc2; 

end behavior; 

Figure 2: TL VHDL rnodelling of rnutual exclusion. 

In hierarchical systerns ME_DAT A objects must be 
declared at the highest hierarchical level on which they are 
used. Via portand port map constructs (as in standard VHDL) 
exclusive access tothese objectscan be clairned in cornponents 
as well. 

3 MUTUAL EXCLUSION IN VHDL 

In VHDL rnutual exclusion can be irnplernented in several 
ways. We will discuss two rnodels, according to which 
processes rnay obtain perrnission to use exclusive accessible 
resources. 
In the first model (in the sequel also called the 'local status 
model') sorne well known algorithrns are used, which have been 
rnodificated for use in VHDL. On the basis of these algorithrns 
every process that requests access to an exclusive accessible 
resource is a bie to calculate when access to this resource actually 
is perrnitted (i.e. when it is perrnitted to enter its critica! 
section). However, this model will appear to be unsuitable for 
use in hierarchical systerns. 

In the second presented model (the 'arbiter model') a new 
processis introduced for every exclusive accessible resource: an 
arbiter. Not the processes itself but the arbiter now deterrnines 
which processis allowed toopera te on the resource exclusively. 

This model can be applied in hierarchical systerns without 
problerns. 

3.1 The Local Status Model 

In VHDL no standard rnechanisrn to irnplernent rnutual 
exclusion is present, so the designer must apply special 
algorithrns. One of the first algorithrns to achieve rnutual 
exclusion was presented by Dijkstra (Dijkstra 1965). This 
solution to the rnutual exclusion problern handles the general 
case that N processes are involved. On the basis of this 
algorithrn every process that wishes to perforrn its critica! 
section can deterrnine whether it is allowed to proceed or has to 
wait. Dijkstra's algorithrn was irnproved several tirnes (Knuth 
1966; Bruijn 1967). Eisenberg and McGuire (Eisenberg and 
McGuire 1972) presented an irnproved algorithrn that met all 
requirernents concerning deadlock and fairness. In their 
solution the maximurn time a process rernains waiting before 
being allowed toenter its critica! sectionis lirnited to N-1 turns 
(the word 'turn' refers to a process perforrning its critica! 
section). In Figure 3 (left) the algorithrn of Eisenberg and 
McGuire is listed. The forrn in which it is listed is slightly 
different frorn the original forrn and is taken frorn (Raynal1986). 

repeat 
flag[i] ~ requesting; 

i~turn; 
whilei "'i do 

if flag[j] "' passive 

then j ~ turn; 
else j ~ (j+ 1) mod N; 

endif; 
end do; 
flag[i] ~ in-es; 

j~O; 

while <i< N) A <i= i v 
flag[j] "' in-es) do 

i~i+l; 
end do; 

until (j = N)" (turn =i v 
flag[tum] = passive); 

turn~i; 

< Critica! Section > 

i ~ (turn+ 1) mod N; 
while <i "'turn)" (flag[j] = 

passive) do 
j ~ (j+l) mod N; 

enddo; 
turn~~ 

flag[i] ~ passive; 

turn<= null; 
loop 

flag(i) <= requesting; 
walt for 0 ns; 
i:= turn; 
while i I= i Joop 

if flag(j) I= passive I hen 
wait on flag, turn; 
i:=tum; 

elsej := (j+l) mod N; 
end if; 

end Joop; 
flag(i) <= in-es; 
walt forO ns; 
j:=O; 
while <i < N) and <i= i or 

i:= i+l; 
end Joop; 

flag[j] I= in-es) loop 

exil when <i = N) and (turn= i 
or flag(tum) = passive); 

end Joop; 
turn<=i; 
wait for 0 ns; 

< Critica! Seetion > 

i:= (turn+l) mod N; 
while (j I= turn) and (flag(j) = 

passive) loop 
i:= <i+l) mod N; 

end Joop; 
turn<=j; 
wait for 0 ns; 
turn<= null; 
flag(i) <= passive; 
wait for 0 ns; 

Figure 3: The rnutual exclusion algorithrn of Eisenberg and 
McGuire for N processes. 

The algorithrn makes use of a global variabie turn to show 
which process (O .. N-1) entersits critica! section. In at most one 
process at a time a value is assigned to this cornrnon variabie 
turn. The algorithrn can be adjusted for use in VHDL. The global 
variabie turn then must be represented by a signa!. Though 



in at most one process at a time a value can be assigned to turn, 
the signal does have more drivers and soa resolution tunetion 
must be used todetermine its value. To be able to write a resolu
tion tunetion that always returns the latest assigned value (i.e. 
the value that is assigned to turn in the only process that is 
allowed toenter lts critical section), all other drivers of turn have 
to be disconnected at that moment. Turn now bas at most one 
driver. In a process a driver is disconnected when in that 
process turn is assigned the value null. For this purpose the 
signal turn can be represented by a guarded signa! of kind 'bus' 
or 'register'. When all drivers are turned off, the resolution 
function should not be called at all, so turn must be of the kind 
'register'. A simple resolution lunetion will now be suflident to 
return the value of the only present driver unchanged (Figure 
4). 

The algorithm in Figure 3 Oeft) uses the global variabie 
{lag, declared as array of N elements, to show the status of the 
processes. A process i can read all elementsof the array, but can 
assign a value to the i-tb element flag(i) only. In VHDL {lag 
therefore can be represented by a non-resolved signa!. The 
variabie j is local toeach process. In the final algorithm i must be 
replaced by the number of the process (~i<N). In Figure 3 
(rîght) the VHDL implementation of the algorithm of Eisenberg 
and McGuire is listed. The statements wait for 0 ns are inserted 
to ensure that all signa! values are updated by the simulator 
before execution of the algorithm continues. In Figure 4 all 
necessary type declarations and the resolution tunetion are 
list ed. 

Peterson (Peterson 1981) presented a simpte solution to 
the mutual exclusion problem for the case that only two 
processes i and j are involved <N=2). In Figure 5 Oeft) this 
algorithm is listed, again in a slightly different form according 
to (Raynal 1986). Flag is now declared as array(O to 1) of booleau. 
When using this algorithm it is possible that both processes 
assign a value toturn simultaneously. In that case the resolution 
function returns one of both assigned values and so exactly one 
process will enter its critica! section. After this process bas left 
its critica! section the other process may proceed. 

package me_types Is 
type status is (passive, requesting. in_ es); 
type status _array Is array(O to 1) of status; 
type process_array Is array(natural range<>) of integer; 
fundion resolve_turn(driver. In process_array) return integer; 
subtype resolved_tum Is resolve_turn integer; 

end me_types; 

package body me_types Is 
fundion resolve_turn(driver. In process_array) return integer is 
begin 

~etum driver(driver'left); 
end resolve_turn; 

end me_types; 

Figure 4: Type declarations and resolution function. 

After a value is assigned to the signa! turn and this signa! 
has been updated, the driver concerned is turned off immedi
ately. lf later in exactly one process a value is assigned to turn, 
the resolution tunetion will return this value unchanged. The 
VHDL implementation of the algorithm is also listed in Figure 5 
(right). 

The used resolution lunetion (Figure 4) can only return a 
correct value if every driver of the signal turn can be discon
nected. However, in a hierarchical description not all drivers 
can be disconnected, for instanee the port parameters of an 
instantiated component. This makes the model unsuitable for 
use in hierarchical systems. 

flag[i] +- true; 
turn +-i; 

walt u.ntil 

flag(i) <• true; 
turn <•I; 
walt for 0 ns; 
turn <• n uil; 

(flag[j] • faise v turn = j); 
while not (flag(j) • false or turn = j) loop 

walt on flag. turn; 

< Critica! Section > 

flag[i] +- false; 

end loop; 

<Critica! Section > 

flag(i) <• false; 
walt for 0 ns; 

Figure 5: The mutual exclusion algorithm of Peterson for 2 
processes. 

3.2 The Arbiter Model 

To regulate access to exclusive accessible data structures 
it is also possible to introduce a new process for every protected 
resource: an arbiter. If a hierarchical description is used, the 
arbiter process must be inserted at the highest hierarchicallevel 
on which the protected resource is used. The arbiter 
communicates wîth all processes that request access to the 
resource by way of bidirectional status channels. Between every 
involved process and the arbiter a channel, represented by a 
resolved signa!, is created. A channel can take on three possible 
values: free, request or graut. 

Jf a process has not requested permission to enter its 
critica! section yet or already has left its critica! section, the 
channel will have the value free. A process can request 
permission by changing this value to request. The arbiter can 
tl1en permit the process to perform its critica! section by setting 
the value of the status channel to grant. 

process arbiter channel action 

free free free initia! state 
request free request process claims access 
request grant grant arbiter allows access 
free grant free process leaves CS 
free free free return to initia! state 

Figure 6: Resolution scheme of a status channel. 

Both the requesting process and the arbiter process 
contain a driver for the channel. lt follows that the channel must 
be represented by a resolved signa!. In Figure 6 the possible 
driving values of this signa! are shown, as wellas the value that 
is returned by the resolution function. The bold printed values 
are the values U1at have actually changed. The assignment of the 
value free to tl1e channel by the arbiter (after the process bas 
released the protected resource) is necessary to return to the 
initia! state. In Figure 7 the neoessary type declarations and the 
resolution function are listed. 

In Figure 8 the VHDL implementation of the mutual 
exclusion mechanism with arbiters is listed. In the example only 
two requesting processes are involved. To regulate access to the 
shared resource store an arbiter process arbiter _store has been 
introduced. lf one of the processes wishes to perform lts critica! 
section, it assigns the value request to the status channel 
concerned. Next the process suspends until permission is given 
by the arbiter. As soon as the arbiter bas noticed a request on a 
status channel, it tests the channels of all possibly requesting 
processes in a fixed order until the requesting process is found 
(in this way the arbiter model guarantees fairness). Next the 



arbiter permits this process to perform its critica! section by 
assigning the value grant to the channel. The arbiter process 
then suspenels until the process leaves its critica! section. The 
process leaves the critica! section by assigning the value free to 
the channel. The arbiter detects this release and also assigns the 
value free to the channel. This restores the initia! state of the 
communication channel. For two reasons it is important to 
return to the initia! state before a new request can be made. First 
it enables the resolution tunetion to distinguish the situation in 
which a process requests access to a protected resource from the 
situation in which the arbiter grants this request (Figure 6). 
Secondly it prevents the assignmentfree from being overwritten 
by the assignment request in case a process requests access to a 
resource immediately after it has released this same resource 
(Figure 8). 

package me_types Is 
type status Is (free, request, grant); 
type status_array Is array(natural range<>) of status; 
fundion resolve_status(driver: In status_array) return status; 
subtype channel_type Is resolve_status status; 
type channel_array Is array(natural range <>)of channel_type; 

end me_types; 

package body me_types Is 
fundion resolve_status(driver: In status_array) relurn status Is 
begin 

for i In driver' range Joop 
lf dri ver(i)=request then 

for j In driver'range Joop 
lf driver(j)=grant then relurn grant; end lf; 

end Joop; 
return request; 

end lf; 
end Joop; 
relurn free; 

end resolve_status; 
end me_types; 

Figure 7: Type declarations and resolution function. 

After the shared resource has been released the arbiter 
starts testing every channel again to check whether meanwhile 
other requests have arrived. lf another request is noticed the 
process concerned will be given permission to access the 
protected data structure, otherwise the arbiter process suspends 
until a new request arrives. 

In the example in Figure 8 two proceses claim access to a 
protected resource. When more than two processes are 
involved, only the size of the array chmznel_store (indicating the 
nurnber of channels) has to be adjusted. 

For every protected resource a different arbiter process 
must be introduced. The readability of the model can be 
increased by replacing these different arbiter processes by one 
single procedure that may be defined in the package me_types: 
procedure arbiter(signal channel: inout channel_a"ay). TI1e body 
of this procedure resembles the body of the arbiter process, 
embedded in a loop statement. The necessary arbiter functions 
are now performed by concurrent calls of this procedure. In the 
previous example the process arbiter _store would be replaced by 
the concurrent procedure eaU arbiter _store: arbiter(channel_store). 

4 OPERA TI ONS ON SHARED DAT A 

In VHDL it is difficult to perform operations on shared 
data which are represented by a signa!, caused by the fact that 
these data are used by several processes (not at the same time). 
An ordinary signa! assignment is not suftictent because the 
resource has more drivers and a resolution function must be 

architecture behavior of system Is 

type memory Is ... 
signa! store: .... - - some resolved type, derived from memory 
signa! channel_store: channel_array(O to 1); 

begin 

procl: process 
begin 

channel_store(O) <=request; walt unlil channel_store(O) = grant; 
. .. -- operations on store 
channel_store(O) <= free; wail unlil channel_store(O) = free; 

end process proc1; 

proc2: process 
begin 

channel_store(1) <=request; wait until channel_store(1) = grant; 
... -- operations on store 
channel_store(1) <= free; walt until channel_store(1) = free; 

end process proc2; 

arbiter_store: process 
constant number_of_processes: integer:= channel_store'length; 
variabie i: integer:= 0; 
variabie process_counter: integer; 

begin 
process_counter := 0; 
while (channel_store(i) = free and process_counter < 

number_of_processes) Joop 
i:= (i+1) mod number_of_processes; 
process_counter := process_counter+1; 

end Joop; 
if process_counter = number_of_processes 

then wail on channel_store; 
else --must have been a request !! 

channel_store(i) <= grant; 
walt unlil channel_store(i) = free; 
channel_store(i) <= free; 

end if; 
i:= (i+ 1) mod number_of_processes; 

end process arbiter_store; 

end beha vior; 

Figure 8: VHDL example of the use of an arbiter. Two 
processes request exclusive access to the protected 
resource store. 

used todetermine its value. However, without further measures 
no resolution function is able to determine which driver 
contains the most recently assigned value. We wil! now describe 
the way to overcome this problem. For achieving mutual 
exclusion the mechanism described in subsection 3.2 is used. 

It is inlpossible to define a resolution function that is able 
to determine the value that is most recently assigned to the 
resolved signa!. A solution to this problem is to disconneet the 
drivers in all processes that are not allowed to operate on the 
data at that moment. In that case the resolved signa! that 
represents the data has at most one driver and a resolution 
function can easily return this value. The signa! must be of kind 
'register' in order to maintain its value when all drivers are 
disconnected at the same time. However, this solution can not 
be applied in hierarchical systems because not every driver of 
the signa! can be tumed off in that case. 

To be a bie to deal wi th hierarchical systems, we deve
loped a more general solution in which disconnection of drivers 
is avoided. In this solution the protected data structure is 
represented by a resolved signa! that is defined as a record. This 



record is defined in the package mutex_types (Figure 9) and 
consistsof two fields. The first field (data) contains a copy of the 
original shared data. The second field (jd) is an identification 
field that may contain the value z, p or a. On the basis of the 
value of this identification field the resolution function is able to 
delermine the souree of every present driver and to determine 
the correct value to be returned. The souree of a driver with 
identification field z always is a process that is not permitted to 
enter its critica! section. The souree of a driver with 
identification field p always is a process that is actually perfor
ming its critical section. The arbiter process always contains a 
driver with identification field a. 

lmmediately after a process is permitted to operate on 
exclusive accessible data, the driver of the data must be 
updated (in fact the driver of the record structure containing the 
data must be updated). For this purpose the data field is 
assigned the present value of the data and the identification 
field is assigned the value p. The resolution function now 
returns the value of this particular driver. From this moment the 
processcan actually perform its critica! section and the data can 
be assigned the desired values. As soon as the process leaves its 
crilical seclion the value z is assigned to the identification field. 

package mutex_type> is 
type memory Is .... -- non-resolved type of the protected data, 

-- defined by de>igner 
type soun:e_status Is ('z', 'p', 'a'); 
type record_memory Is 

record 
data: memory; 
id: souree status; 

end record; -
type record_memory_array Is array(natural range o) of 

record_memory; 
fundion rl!l>olve_memory(driver: In record_memory _array) return 

record_memory; 
subtype mutex_memory Is re>O!ve_memory record_memory; 

end mutex_type>; 

package body mutex_type>ls 
fundion rl!l>olve_memory(driver: In record_memory _array) return 

record_memory Is 
begin 

for i In driverrange loop 
lf driver(i).id='p' then return driver(i); end if; 

end loop; 
for i In driverrange loop 

lf driverûl.id='a' then return driver(i); end lf; 
end loop; 
return driver(driver'left); 

end rl!l>olve_memory; 
end mutex_types; 

Figure 9: Declaration of the resolved record structure 
containing the protected dataandan identification 
field. 

If no process is performing its critica! section (no driver 
contains the value p), the resolution function returns the value of 
the driver contained in the arbiter process. In order to maintain 
the actual value of the data, this driver must be updated 
continuously. 

The algorithm in the resolution fundion is listed In Figure 
9. If one of the present drivers contains an identification field p, 
the value of this driver is returned. lf no such driver is found, 
the algorithm looks for a driver with identification field a. If a 
driver is found the function returns the value of this driver. If no 
such driver is found all drivers apparently contain an 
identification field with value z. In that case the resolution 
function returns the value of an arbitrary driver. This latter 

situation however can only occur as an intermediale result of 
the resolution of a port in a structural hierarchy.lt occurs when 
in a component no process has access or requests access to a 
protected resource. All drivers from this component then 
contain the value z. During the resolution on a higher hierar
chicallevel these values will be neglected, so their value is of no 
importance. On the highest hierarchicallevel always an arbiter 
process is defined, which contains a driver with identification 
field a. So the finally returned mlue w111 be either the ualue of a driver 
contained in a process that performs its critical section or, if no such 
driver is present, the ualue of the driver contained in the arbiter 
process. Hence it follows that the values of the drivers contained 
in these processes must be updated continuously. The value that 
will be returned is independent of the sequence of the drivers in 
the resolution function and therefore is not tool-dependent. 

5 THE TL VHDL COMPILER 

A designer just specifies the desired operations on the 
protected data (i.e. the declared ME_DATA object) in TL VHDL. 
The TL VHDL compiler then automatically produces the related 
VHDL description, including all necessary data type and resolu
tion tunetion declarations. The generated VHDL implemen
tation (with arbiter processes) derived from the TL VHDL 
description in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 10. With respect to the 
description in Figure 8 the lines marked with an asterisk (•) have 
been added. Besides the signa! store with type memory a signal 
mutex_store with type mutex_mernory has been declared (Figure 
9). The narnes of the identifier and type are introduced by the 
compiler and are identical to the existing narnes respectively, 
prefixed by 'mutex_'. The type mutex_memory is a record 
containing a data field (with type memory) and an identification 
field. The processes now operate on the signa! mutex_store 
instead of on the signa! store. In order to hide these adjustments 
to the outside world, the (originally declared) resource store is 
updated continuously. This updating is performed by means of 
a concurrent signa! assignment statement. 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

In TL VHDL mutual exclusion can be modelled more 
easily than in standard VHDL. A compiler has been developed 
to convert a TL VHDL description into a VHDL implementation, 
according toa model that is selected by the designer. 

In the local status model some well known algorithms for 
mutual exclusion are adjusted for use in a VHDL description. 
The protoeals use disconnection of drivers as a method to 
achleve a resolution tunetion that is able to return the latest 
assigned value. This concept only works well in a non-hierar
chical environment. However, in a hierarchical system not all 
drivers can be disconnected (f.e. the port parameters of an 
instantiated component). This makes the model unsuitable for 
use in hierarchical systems. Our presenred arbiter model does 
not make use of disconnection of drivers and can be applied in 
hierarchical systems without difficulty. 

Because of the driver concept in VHDL it is difficult to 
implement operations on exdusive accessible data which are 
represented by signals. We have extended our arbiter model 
such that values can be assigned to these data structures 
without problems. All necessary adjustments are made by a 
TLVHDL compiler. 
In both presented models the processes are permitted toenter 
their critica! sections in a fixed, predefined order. The order 
could be changed by adding a priority indication to the 
requests. A priority mechanism is not yet irnplemented, but can 
easily be implemented in the given arbiter model. The arbiter 
communicates with every process and can easily rompare the 



an:hltecture behavtor of system is 

type memory is ... 
-me_ data store: memory; 
signa! store: memory; 
signa! mutex_store: mutex_memory; -- resolved record type 

- containing memory 
signa! channel_store: channel_type2; 

begin 
store<= mutex_store.data; -- continuous updating of the 

- - signa! store 

procl: process 
begin 

channel_store(O) <= request; wait untll 
channel_store(O) = grant; 

mutex_store <= (mutex_store.data, 'p'); 
... - operations on mutex _store.data 
channel store(O) <= free; wait until channel store(O) = free; 
mutex_Siore.id <= 'z'; -

end process proc1; 

proc2: process 
begin 

channel_store(l) <= request; walt until 
channel_store(l) = grant; 

mutex_store < .. (mutex_store.data, 'p'); 
... - - operations on mutex _store.data 
channel store(l) <= free; wait untll channel store(l) = free; 
mutex_itore.ld <• 'z'; -

end process proc2; 

ar bi ter _store: process 
constant number_of_processes: integer:=2; 
variabie i: integer:= 0; 
variabie process_counter: integer; 

begin 
process_counter := 0; 
while (channel_store(i) = free and proca;s_counter < 

number_m~esses)roop 
i:= (i+1) mod number_of_processes; 
process_counter := process_counter+ 1; 

end loop; 
lf process_counter = number_of_processes 

then walt on channel_store; 
else • • must have been a request !! 

channel_store(i) <= grant; 
walt until channel store(i) = free; 
channel store(i) <;; free; 
mutex Store<= (mutex store.data, 'a'); 

endlt - -
i :• (i+1) mod number_of_processes; 

end process arbiter_store; 

end behavior; 

Figure 10: Extended description of the mutual ex dusion 
mechanism which takes into account the 
eperation on the resource store. 

different assigned priori ties. It is on the other hand very difficult 
to introduce a priority mechanism in the local status model. 
When using priorities all processes must communieale with 
each other, resulting in an extremely large amount of overhead. 

In this paper the specificatien of mutual exdusion in 
TLVHDL and the implementation of mutual exdusion in VHDL 
have been discussed. TL VHDL has been developed to specify 
the behaviour of systems at system level. Besides mutual 
exclusion also interprocess communication, wait and signa! 

synchronization, shared processing and conditional control 
flows are important TL VHDL concepts. A compiler has been 
developed to translate the TLVHDL description into VHDL, 
according to models and protoeels that are specified by the 
designer. 

At the moment a tooi is developed to map the TL VHDL 
description to synthesizable (behavioural) VHDL. The TLVHDL 
description has an equivalent executable coloured Petri net 
model which is used to obtain information about concurrency, 
queues, communication behaviour, occupation of processors, 
shared processing etc. This information guides the mapping of 
the TL VHDL description to synthesizable V HOL. 
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